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Abstract 
Piles have been used for generations in areas with weak soil conditions to reinforce existing ground or 
to support bridges and structures.  As the piling industry increased over these years it was necessary 
to develop prediction methods to optimize designs and provide cost savings in material and man 
power. 
Multiple predictive methods exist, in Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) Modified Hiley 
Formula, further referred to as Modified Hiley, is used to estimate pile capacities during an 
installation program and provide a level of confidence in the design that was selected.  Parameters 
required to generate this estimate are historically obtained with a pen and paper and ruler while 
standing below the pile driving equipment.  Being inherently unsafe due to the noise and potential for 
equipment failure another method was devised during this research using high speed cameras and 
post processing techniques. 
The first phase the research consisted of field data acquisition and collection of the pen and paper 
plots and of high speed video.  This was followed by writing of computer code to convert the high-
speed video into usable and legible data plots. 
The second phase of research compared manually generated plots to plots generated using the high-
speed camera equipment and it was found that an excellent correlation existed.  Based on this 
correlation, subsequent parameters that were once measured manually or calculated with a timer were 
instead extrapolated from a plot generated by the post processing software. 
The third and final phase of research used the newly gathered data from the high-speed camera 
equipment to calculate a predicted pile capacity for the MTO Modified Hiley, FHWA Gates and ENR 
Bearing formulae.  All variables that required field data were populated and predicted pile capacities 
were computed without issue. 
Despite the introduction of the post processed high-speed videos, it was found that this method could 
be used as a substitute for the traditional pen and paper methods used today with further testing. 
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This thesis investigates the use of video imaging methods to obtain characteristics of pile driving 
process to estimate pile bearing capacity.  Current methods utilized by the Ontario Ministry of 
Transportation (MTO) require personnel to stand near or next to the pile while being installed into the 
ground which can be dangerous.  The parameters are required to carry out a calculation for the pile 
bearing capacity.  This thesis describes the development of a tool to measure the elastic rebound and 
final set without contacting the pile during driving.  The solution presented herein is a low-cost 
solution using open-source image processing software and a standard programming language. 
 
The physical data for this thesis were obtained during the field portion of the research carried out 
between September 23, 2013 and November 22, 2013.  Data collected during pile driving activities 
included pile blow counts, generation of manual set-rebound plots, and recording high speed videos 
of pile penetration.  Following the piling activities, the research consisted of organizing the collected 
data, selecting a software that would assist in extracting the required information from the videos, 
writing computer code to facilitate the data extraction and finally comparing manually collected data 
with the computer-generated outputs from the high-speed video recordings. 
 
Field data collected for this thesis was obtained on location at the Nipigon River Bridge Twinning 
pile driving program along Highway 11/17 in the township of Nipigon, Ontario.  In total 30 piles 
were observed during pile driving. A total of 1418 high-speed video clips were recorded.  There was a 
total of 11 video clips that corresponded with a set-rebound plot generated at the same time. 
 
This thesis is subdivided into chapters to aid in the understanding of the process used to develop this 
method, and to summarize the background information required to work with the developed process. 
 
Chapter one presents background information on piling and includes a brief history on piling, various 
types of piles and pile composition. 
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Chapter two presents the pile type and provides the installation method selected for this site and 
summarizes the type of pile driving equipment. 
 
Chapter three summarizes the Dynamic Pile Driving Formulae including the FHWA Modified Gates, 
Hiley and MTO Modified Hiley and discusses the performance of each formula. 
 
Chapter four describes the data collection required to calculate the pile bearing capacity and 
summarizes the data acquisition methodology and equipment used for the data collection. 
 
Chapter five presents the data processing software and software selection and provides the correlation 
between the manually and computer collected data. 
 
Chapter six describes the pile capacity estimation methodology and estimated bearing capacities 
computed with the computer collected data. 
 
Chapter seven discusses the results encountered during the field work and later the computation 
stages and summarizes the limitations of the methods described herein. 
 
Chapter eight provides concluding statements and recommendations for future research. 
1.1 Background 
Piles are defined as vertical or near vertical components of a foundation that are installed into the 
earth and act as a method to aid in supporting a load present at the ground surface or transfer a load 
present at the ground surface to a layer of more suitable material located below the surface.  Piles are 
a type of deep foundation; deep foundations are defined as any structure whose embedded length to 
width ratio is greater than five (Terzaghi and Peck, 1960).  Piles are used in areas where soil layers 
near the ground surface are too weak to support shallow foundations, or it is not economical to 
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excavate earth to expose a more competent soil layer.  Piles are used in structures ranging from but 
not limited to building foundations, bridge foundations, retaining walls, sign posts and piers. 
 
Piles were initially composed of timber.  Due to load carrying and length imitations present within the 
timber, piles have been constructed from concrete, steel and a combination of these materials.  Steel 
provides the most flexible installation method as the length can be increased through splicing and 
steel has a higher load carrying capacity than that of timber. 
 
More advanced pile materials led to more advanced installation methods of piles.  Originally piles 
were installed manually by man power, pulleys and weights dropped onto the head of the piles.  
During the industrial revolution of the early 19th century steam, powered drivers were invented, 
followed by diesel and then hydraulically powered machines in 1801, 1946 and the 1960s, 
respectively (Sowers, 1979 and Hough, 1969).  Other types of piles include piles that are not installed 
with percussion-based methods are installed with excavation, jetting, boring, jacking, vibration and 
electro-osmosis. 
 
Piles transfer the loads present at the ground surface to subsurface strata through two methods: 
1. Tip or End bearing – The load from the surface is passed down to a competent soil layer, and 
the base of the pile supports most of the load. 
2. Friction Bearing – The load from the surface is passed to the soil along the length of the pile. 
Several methods exist for determining the bearing capacity of the piles.  Initially, bearing capacity 
was based on just the type of soil that was encountered and the material the pile was made from; 
industry accepted methods based on existing installations were developed from this.  The use of 
theoretical formulae was the next step taken, which utilized subsurface condition data obtained 
through geotechnical investigations. This also allowed for estimation of load that each pile can 
support prior to pile installation.  The geotechnical investigation would collect data, such as in situ 
split probe testing (SPT) and lab analysis.  Due to the heterogeneous nature of the materials 
encountered in geotechnical engineering, it is impossible to account for all variations in the 
calculations for bearing capacity estimates.  Dynamic pile prediction formulae were developed to 
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account for site specific conditions and estimate the bearing capacity from data obtained during 
driving of the pile. 
 
1.2 Piles 
Three types of piles exist today; wide thin piles, wide flange piles, and cylindrical shaped piles.  Wide 
thin and flange piles are known as sheet and soldier piles, respectively (Coduto, 2001).  Sheet and 
soldier piles are attached together to form walls and are usually used for temporary lateral supports.  
These supports have been used to prevent water and soil from entering excavations.  Sheet piles are 
made from steel, reinforced concrete, wood, aluminum, fiberglass, vinyl or polyvinyl chloride where 
solider pile walls consist of installed steel members with horizontal wood supports between them 
(Coduto, 2001). 
 
Cylindrical piles are made from steel, concrete, timber or a combination of these materials.  They can 
be circular, square, octahedral or H-shaped in cross sectional design.  Cylindrical piles are used 
mainly for axial compression and tensile or lateral load resistance.  The focus of this thesis is on 
cylindrical piles, sheet and wide flange piles will not be discussed in this thesis. 
 
1.3 Pile Classification 
Piles can be installed in two possible orientations; vertically or at an angle.  Piles installed at an angle 
are referred to as inclined piles and are also known as batter or raker piles.  Batter piles are used to 
resist lateral loads such as those induced by wind, earthquake action, downhill slope movement, open 
water forces (Coduto, 2001).  Vertical piles are used to resist loads in two ways.  Vertical piles resist 
axial compressive or axial tensile loads through frictional and toe resistance; and lateral loads through 
bending moments and shear forces. 
 
Piles can be classified by the method they were installed into the subsurface.  These methods include 
percussion, vibratory methods, jacking, jetting, excavation, boring and electro-osmosis.  Percussion 
methods can be further expanded to include hammer action from gravity, steam, diesel or hydraulic 
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pile driving rigs.  The focus of this thesis is on a diesel hammer.  This method will be discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 2: Pile Driving. 
 
The focus of this thesis is on a pile type known as low displacement.  Large displacement and non-
displacement pile types also exist.  Large displacement piles occur when timber, pre-cast concrete 
piles and closed end pipe or tube piles are driven into the subsurface.  Low displacement pile types 
occur when H and open end tube piles are driven into the subsurface.  Non-displacement piles include 
pre-drilled, augered, excavated or bored cast in place concrete piles. 
 
1.4 Pile Composition 
Most piles are composed of timber, concrete, steel or combination of these materials.  The focus of 
this thesis is on steel H-Piles as they were the subject of study for the video imaging methodology. 
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Chapter 2 
Pile Driving 
This chapter describes the pile type and pile driving method that was utilized to obtain raw data for 
the video imaging method. 
2.1 Pile Type 
The pile profile selected for this site was an HP 360x132 steel pile protected with a Titus Steel rock 
injector point to reduce the potential of piles slipping on the sloping bedrock surface observed during 
the geotechnical investigation and tip damage.  Figure 1 shows a small section of the 360x132 steel 
pile with the Titus Steel rock injector point welded to the pile prior to installation. 
 
Figure 1 – Steel Pile HP 360x132 With Installed Titus Steel Rock Injector Point 
2.2 Installation Method 
The Contractor who won the contract for the Nipigon bridge foundation selected a diesel hammer 
mounted onto a crane for installing the piles.  The general procedure that was followed for installing a 
pile consisted of steps summarized below. 
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1. Layout the pile locations on the ground with a Total Station. 
2. Plan the installation order to avoid interference from previously installed piles. 
3. Position the crane at the desired installation location. 
4. Lift the pile from the ground and seat the top inside the pile Helmet and secure the pile with a 
gate mounted on the crane leads. 
5. Begin to drive the pile. Stopping near the surface to check the desired installation angle has 
been achieved. 
6. Continue driving the pile section until it is at the desired level, or at a level where the next 
section can be welded on. 
7. After welding the next pile section, continue the pile driving installation procedure or cut the 
pile to the desired cut off length. 
2.3 Pile Driving Equipment 
A crane mounted diesel pile driving hammer was used to install the piles at the Nipigon River Bridge.  
Diesel hammers became commonly used in 1946 (Fleming et al., 1992).  In single acting diesel 
hammers the ram is raised mechanically and allowed to fall initially due to gravity.  In this case diesel 
fuel is injected into the bottom of the cylinder as the ram reaches its apex.  As the ram falls the 
compressed air and heat causes an explosion to occur which forces the cylinder down onto the pile 
and the ram upwards, where fuel is injected again causing the cycle to repeat.  In double acting diesel 
hammers; fuel is also injected into the top of the cylinder and ignited to cause the ram to travel down 
the cylinder.  A disadvantage of diesel hammers is that the energy transferred to the pile depends on 
the driving resistance and is therefore variable.  During hard driving conditions, most of the 
theoretical maximum produced energy impacts the pile head as the fuel and gas mixture can compress 
with high efficiency, conversely in easy driving conditions the hammer produces less energy per blow 
because it is difficult for the fuel and air mixture to combust properly.  
  
Figure 2 shows the crane and diesel hammer on site at the Nipigon River Bridge installing a pile. 
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The pile driving contractor provided a 110 ton Link Belt LS 218H crawler crane equipped with 
Berminghammer L-18 fixed leads (including kicker) and a Delmag D46-32 diesel hammer.  The 
D46-32 can deliver 70kJ to 145 kJ of energy per hammer blow according to the manufacturer 
specifications.  There were four energy settings available on the hammer, and they are summarized in 
Table 1. 
Figure 2 – Crane and Hammer 
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Table 1 – Hammer Energy Settings 
Hammer Setting Approximate 
Energy (kJ) 
Observed Blows Per 
Minute (BPM) 
4 145 37 
3 120 40 
2 100 44 
1 75 50 
 
Table 1 was developed during the pile driving observations.  While the pile was being driven, the 
Blows Per Minute (BPM) were measured for each setting.  BPM measurements were obtained using a 
Beats Per Minute application installed on a smart phone.  The beats per minute application is used in 
the music industry by tapping the screen of the smart phone to a musical beat.  Instead of a musical 
beat, the smart phone was tapped at the time of impact over 200 mm driving intervals.  The 
application used an averaging function to output the average beats per minute.  This average was then 
reset manually when the next 200 mm section of pile was being driven.  The process was then 
repeated at 200 mm intervals until the pile driving was complete.  The BPM was then compared to the 
manufacturer bearing capacity chart that is attached in Appendix A and correlated with the hammer 
energy setting to obtain the approximate energy being imparted on the pile. 
 
Hammer energy settings were varied during the driving procedure to optimize the force of impact 
while the pile tip moved through varying soil stratigraphy.  A low Hammer setting such as 1 or 2 was 
used initially to start the pile driving process through the lower density material closer to the surface.  
Generally, As the density of the material increased, the energy setting was also increased. 
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Chapter 3 
Dynamic Pile Driving Formulae 
Dynamic formulae are based on the principals of energy and momentum conservation and have the 
advantage of measuring conditions during driving. Therefore, estimating or assuming soil properties 
from similar locations is not required.  They are also simple and straightforward, and they relate the 
ultimate pile capacity to easily obtainable field measurements such as, pile driver properties and blow 
counts. 
3.1 Dynamic Formulae 
Dynamic formulae are essentially energy balance equations where the energy generated by the 
hammer is equal to the energy imparted on the pile apart from any losses.  Losses may be due to 
friction created by the ram weight during its fall, compression of the hammer weight, the pile, the pile 
cushion, and the soil during striking.  Other areas of energy loss are due to hammers not performing 
at peak efficiencies, formulae which do not consider freeze effects, piles flexing during striking, and 
possible differences in pile driver properties used to calculate capacities and those used during 
subsequent pile driving operations (Coduto, 2001). 
 
Several assumptions used in estimating/prediction/calculating the pile bearing capacity from dynamic 
methods are as follows: 
- Behavior of soil and pile interaction during static pile loading is the same as dynamic loading 
- The pile is a rigid rod which experiences an instantaneous compressive wave as the pile is 
struck 
- Ram weight is significantly heavier than the pile itself 
 
Dynamic formulae are used as a field aid in determining when the required pile capacity is achieved 
and when to terminate pile driving.  From this determination, a blow count is correlated to a value 
obtained from the dynamic formulae.  The blow count is then used in the field as a guide to determine 
when a pile is driven to a satisfactory depth or bearing capacity. 
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The four most commonly used dynamic formulae in North America are the Engineering News Record 
(ENR), Gates, FHWA Modified Gates, and the Hiley formulae.  The MTO uses a customized version 
of the Hiley formula (hereafter referred to as the MTO modified Hiley formula).  The focus of this 
thesis is on the MTO modified Hiley formula but the FHWA Modified Gates formula will be used for 
comparison purposes. 
 
Dynamic formulae apply to driven piles only, and they do not apply to piles installed by other means 
such as boring, excavating, auger, vibratory, etc.) 
3.1.1 FHWA Modified Gates Formula 
The Gates formula (1) is named after Marvin Gates and was developed in 1957. It is based on the 
results from comparing 130 pile load tests to the hammer energy used and the set developed for each 
pile driven (Gates, 1957).  The formula is given below as: 
𝑹𝑹 =  𝟏𝟏
𝟕𝟕
�𝑬𝑬𝒏𝒏(𝟏𝟏 − 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝒔𝒔)                                                          (1) 
Where: R is the allowable bearing capacity of the pile (tons), En is the developed hammer energy 
from the Engineering News Record (ENR) (ft lb), and s is the final pile set (inches).  
 
The ENR formula was developed in 1888 by A.M. Wellington (Coduto, 2001) for timber piles 
installed by drop hammer (Fragaszy et al., 1985), and it is given below as: 
𝑹𝑹 = 𝟐𝟐𝑬𝑬𝒏𝒏
𝒔𝒔+𝒄𝒄
                                                                                    (2) 
Where: R is the allowable pile capacity (lb) and En is the hammer energy (ft lb).  For drop hammers 
the energy is calculated as the product of the ram weight (lb) and the fall height (ft).  For all other 
hammers, the energy is the rated energy of the pile driver and s is the final set of the pile (inches).  
The final set is defined as the amount of settlement the pile undergo use per one hammer blow at the 
end of driving.  The coefficient, c represents the energy loss during the driving process in inches. 
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The original Gates formula was modified based on longer, heavier piles and newer and more 
innovative driving equipment.  Government groups and private companies applied the modifications 
to fit their own observations found during construction. 
 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) suggests using Equation 3 since 1997, first developed 
by Hannigan et al. (Allen, 2005): 
𝑹𝑹 = 𝟏𝟏.𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕�𝑬𝑬𝒏𝒏 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥(𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏) − 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏                                                     (3) 
Where: R is the allowable bearing capacity (kip), En is the energy of the hammer calculated in the 
same manner as in the ENR formula (ft lb), N is the inverse of the pile set (blows/in). 
 
The FHWA modified Gates formula considers the efficiency of the type of pile driver being used to 
install the pile.  For drop hammers the En term is multiplied by 0.75 and for all others it is multiplied 
by 0.85; this is meant to account for the losses in energy transferred from the driver to the pile.  The 
1.75 coefficient at the beginning of the formula is an empirical factor to link the estimated capacity to 
field observations. 
 
3.1.2 Hiley Formula 
The Hiley formula considers pile driver efficiency, the weight of the pile, the length of the pile and 
quantifies the loss of transferred energy due to the compression of the pile cap, pile and soil. 
 
One of the most common versions of the Hiley Formula can be found in Chellis (1961) for double 





(𝒄𝒄𝟏𝟏+𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐+𝒄𝒄𝟑𝟑)𝑿𝑿𝑾𝑾𝒓𝒓+𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝑾𝑾𝒑𝒑𝑾𝑾𝒓𝒓+𝑾𝑾𝒑𝒑                                                         (4) 
Where: Ru is the ultimate bearing capacity of the pile (lb), er is the efficiency factor of the pile driver 
(between 65 to 100 percent). Wr is the ram weight (lb), h is the fall height (in), En is the rated hammer 
energy (ft lb), s is the final set of the pile (in), Wp is the pile weight (lb), and e is the coefficient of 
restitution of the pile, which ranges from 0 to 0.8 depending on cap material, physical condition and 
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pile material.  C1, C2 and C3 are the amount of compression of the pile cap and head, pile and soil, 
respectively (in).  These compression values can be found in Chellis (1961). 
 
3.1.3 MTO Modified Hiley Formula 
According to Rauf (2012) and the OPSD SS103-11 MTO engineers use the following modified 
version of the Hiley Formula for drop and single acting steam hammers (5): 
𝑹𝑹𝒖𝒖 = 𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒆𝒇𝒇𝑾𝑾𝒓𝒓𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒔𝒔+ 𝑪𝑪 𝟐𝟐�                                                                   (5) 
For diesel, double acting, and differential acting steam hammers (6): 
𝑹𝑹𝒖𝒖 = 𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒆𝒇𝒇𝑬𝑬𝒏𝒏𝒔𝒔+ 𝑪𝑪 𝟐𝟐�                                                                       (6) 
Where: Ru is the ultimate pile resistance (kN), s is the measured pile penetration or set per hammer 
blow (mm), C is the measured rebound of the pile per hammer blow (mm), En is the rated hammer 
energy (Joules), Wr is the mass of the pile ram or piston (kg), H is the free fall height of the mass (m), 
g is the gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2), ef is the hammer efficiency based on the manufacturers 
gross rated energy.  For drop hammers ef is set to 0.75, for steam hammers ef is taken from 0.6 to 0.8, 
and for diesel hammers ef is set to 1.0, and n is the efficiency of the hammer blow (7), given as: 
𝒏𝒏 = 𝑾𝑾𝒓𝒓+𝑾𝑾𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐
𝑾𝑾𝒓𝒓+𝑾𝑾𝒑𝒑
                                                                     (7) 
Where: Wr is the same as defined above, Wp is the mass of the pile and anvil or helmet (kg), and e is 
the coefficient of restitution set to 0.25 for timber piles driven with a pile cushion, 0.32 for steel piles 
driven with a cushion, and 0.55 for steel piles driven without a cushion. 
 
The MTO modified Hiley formula assumes the pile acts as a rigid rod and the compression it 
undergoes during striking is instantaneous throughout the entire pile length.  The method of applying 
the MTO Modified Hiley formula can be found in Appendix B as an Ontario Standard Drawing 
SS103-11 Pile Driving Control. 
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3.2 Performance of Dynamic Formulae 
Rauf (2012) compared the MTO Modified Formulae to pile load test data and concluded the most 
highly variable data points with respect to the values of bearing capacity were obtained from field 
tests.  He also concluded that the Hiley formula seems better suited for predicting bearing capacity 
piles driven by drop hammers over those generated by diesel hammers.  Figure 3 summarizes data 
from pile load test vs MTO Modified Formulae. 
 
Figure 3 – MTO Modified Hiley Formula Predicted Capacity Vs. Pile Load Test Failure Loads 
for Diesel Hammered Steel H Piles (Rauf, 2012) 
 
Data gathered for use in the MTO Modified formula is assumed to be accurate.  However, Figure 3 
shows there is low correlation between the estimated failure load of a pile load test and the MTO 
Modified Hiley Prediction.  
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Chapter 4 
Data Requirements 
To estimate pile capacities, one must obtain data from the pile driving activity.  Some values are 
provided by manufacturers, others are calculated based on pile material densities and the size of pile 
cross sections.  The more interesting and difficult to obtain values are gathered during the installation 
of a given pile.  The merging of this unique data set allows us to utilize the equations discussed in 
Chapter 3 to estimate the pile capacity quickly after installation. 
 
4.1 Data Acquisition 
Current methods to obtain the elastic rebound and final set, or displacement measurements, of a pile 
consist of a worker standing by the pile during the measuring procedure.  Typically, a piece of heavy 
paper is adhered to the pile being driven.  While the pile is being driven, a writing instrument, such as 
a pencil, pen or marker, is held against a flat stationary object that is independent of the pile.  During 
pile driving, the writing instrument is slid across the stationary object for 10 to 20 impacts, and set 
and rebound is recorded, this record of the set and rebound will henceforth be known as a set-rebound 
plot.  The plot is used to calculate an average of the set and rebound values.  This requires an 
experienced worker with a steady hand to gather the required data.  Figure 4 shows a typical result 
from this method.  Since Figure 4 is not to scale dimensionless parameters are shown to provide 
context for the hand generated plot on the side of a pile. 
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Figure 4 – Sample Set-Rebound Plot Generated by Hand While in Proximity to the Pile Being 
Installed 
In Figure 4 the red rectangle shows the set component of the plot and the red oval shows the rebound 
component of the plot. 
 
To reduce the risk to personnel on site, a test rig was constructed using metal rods and stands to keep 
a distance away from the equipment when the set-rebound plot was being generated.  A sample image 
of this setup can be seen in Figure 5. 
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The result of a plot generated with the metal test rig is presented in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6 – Set Rebound Plot Generated Using the Metal Test Rig Setup 
 
Figure 6 shows the set and rebound components of the plot with a red rectangle and red oval 
respectively.  When comparing Figure 4 and Figure 6, the first change was the use of a pencil instead 
of a permanent marker.  The thicker marker makes it more difficult to measure the set and rebound 
accurately, but the use of the marker also minimizes breakage of the pencil during driving and 
generates more consistent data plots. 
 
Alternative methods that include mechanical distance transducers or laser beams require a long setup 
time or have a high acquisition cost (Oliveira et al, 2011).  Oliveira (2011) proposes a method using a 
charge coupled device (CCD) camera and a hand computer.  Oliveira utilized a printed pattern affixed 
to the pile being tested. 
 
4.2 Equipment 
Field equipment selected for the computer vision data collection portion was governed by a budget of 
approximately $1,000 CDN.  Figure 7 shows an image of the testing equipment utilized for the field 
data acquisition. 
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Figure 7 – High Speed Video Equipment 
The equipment consisted of a Nikon 1 J1 Two-Lens Zoom Kit and a steel tripod for added stability.  
The camera kit and tripod were purchased for around $750 CAD.  
 
The Nikon 1 J1 was selected based on the price and capability.  At the time, the Nikon 1 was the only 
camera available in the price range capable of recording at 400 frames per second (FPS) and 
1200 FPS.  Limitations of the high-speed video or slow-motion recording are summarized below: 
- 400 fps video resolution at 640 x 240 pixels 
- 1200 fps video resolution at 320 x 120 pixels 
- High speed video recording limited to 5 second intervals 
 
The 5 second interval allowed for between 3 and 5 impacts of the pile hammer, half of what is 
typically used in the traditional data collection methods.  The recording time and resolution would 
improve as technology improves.  Current cellphones like the Apple iPhone 8 are capable of 240 FPS 
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recording at 1080p resolution (Apple, 2017).  The Apple iPhone is just one example of how high-
speed video imaging has progressed. 
 
4.2.1 Camera Apparatus and Operation 
The camera needs to be setup with a clear line of sight to the target placed on the pile.  Ample 
lighting is also required to obtain the desired results.  No calibration was carried out with the camera 
or system as the target was printed to scale with a high contrast black and white pattern.  Figure 8 is a 
sample of the target adhered to the pile being tested.  A full-scale copy of the target is shown in 
Appendix B.  The target was adhered to the pile using duct tape. 
 
Figure 8 – Pile Target 
The target was printed to scale to prevent the need to maintain a constant distance to the pile.  It also 
was not critical to be exactly orthogonal to the pile face as post processing of the captured image 
would accommodate for this.  A sample of the image captured can be found in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 – Image Capture Sample 
Oliveira (2011) discusses considerations on the influence of vibrations from the act of pile driving on 
the camera.  Oliveira states the vibrations do not interfere with the elastic rebound measurements. 
Oliveira also describes that equipment is not affected by imaging measurements when the equipment 
is more than 3 m away.  The videos recorded for this thesis agree with Oliveira’s statement, and 
vibrations generated from the pile driving did not affect the videos that were recorded.  In the videos, 
there was a clear time separation between the time the hammer impacted the pile and a “shaking” of 
the camera in instances where the camera was placed close enough to the pile to be exposed to the 
shockwave. 
 
The camera setup serves as a data collection device to capture the imaging data.  Post processing is 
required to make use of the images captured and will be discussed in a Chapter 4.  One benefit to this 
method is that as camera equipment improves over time the image processing can be improved.  The 
second benefit is that utilizing a basic tripod and moderately priced camera the required data can be 
captured quite easily by anyone on site and does not necessarily require a Professional Engineer to 
operate the camera equipment to be present on site.  Current smart phone technology can capture 
240 FPS video at a 720p resolution which is much greater than the video captured for this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 
Data Processing 
After gathering the digital data on site, the data needs to be processed to extract relevant information.  
Currently, there are no software packages exist that can translate pile movement into data points and 
graphical plots. 
 
5.1 Software Selection 
With the budget constraints present for this research program Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 2012 
(Visual Studio) was utilized for the coding portion through Microsoft licensing program available to 
students.  C++ was selected as the language of choice due to the flexibility it offers if the coding is to 
be ported to another language or operating system, or to simplify the creation of a graphical user 
interface (GUI) in the future. 
 
5.1.1 OpenCV library 
According to the developer website, OpenCV or Open Computer Vision Library is an open source 
computer vision and machine learning software library.  The library has more than 2,500 optimized 
algorithms which includes a comprehensive set of computer vision and machine learning algorithms.  
The algorithms can be used to detect and recognize faces, produce 3D point clouds from stereo 
cameras among other image processing techniques.  In addition to C++ support. OpenCV has libraries 
available for C, Python, Java and MATLAB and has support for Windows, Linux, Android and Mac 
OS. 
OpenCV is open source and can be used free of charge by business and private entities alike. 
 
5.2 Sample Output Observed 
Upon running the set-rebound software a sample of the raw data being process can be seen in Figure 
10. 
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Figure 10 – Video Processing Sample 
The red rectangle in Figure 9 outlines the target adhered to the pile and the corners it has detected.  
There are multiple black circles in the center of the target, and they represent the centroid of the 
collection of shapes present on the target image. 
 
The centroid co-ordinates are recorded for each frame within the captured video.  A total of 
approximately 2,000 frames are recorded when processing the 400 FPS video.  Each frame captures 3 
data points: the video time step or frame number, the X – coordinate in pixels, and the Y – coordinate 
in pixels.  Each time step in a 400-FPS video represents 2.5 milliseconds.  When post processing is 
complete a plot is generated with Microsoft Excel (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 – Sample Plot Generated with Processing Software 
In Figure 11, the sample set is approximately 17 mm as indicated by the red rectangles and a rebound 
of approximately 2 mm as indicated by the red circles.  A total of five impacts were recorded in 
Figure 11 at the following time steps: 37.5 ms, 1192.5 ms, 2352.5 ms, 3467.5 ms and 4592.5 ms.  The 
average beats per minute over the five impacts was calculated at 52.7 beats per minute (bpm). 
 
The plots generated from the data captured by the camera will henceforth be known as Computer 
Vision Set Rebound) CVSR plots.  Traditionally, generated plots will henceforth be referred to as 
(Manual Set Rebound) MSR plots. 
 
5.3 Correlation Between CVSR and MSR Plots 
During the Nipigon pile driving program, there were few opportunities to record a video and a 
traditionally acquired set-rebound plot.  The following sub-sections present plots generated at Piles 
H-6.5, I-4, I-2, H-1, G-5.2, B-9.5, B.5-11, D-4 and B.5-1.  More detailed pile driving information for 
these piles can be found in Appendix C.  There is very little to no set and a very high rebound 
measured in these piles.  The plots were generated when the piles were being installed into bedrock or 
have met a refusal condition.  Due to time and safety restrictions on site, MSR plots were not 
generated in the layers above the bedrock and very hard soil layers.  The plots here-in were generated 





















Vertical Movement - H10.5 at 21 m depth
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5.3.1 Pile H-6.5 at Depth 44.6 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile H-6.5 at an installation tip depth of 
44.6 m can be seen in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 – Pile H-6.5 Depth 44.6 m CVSR Plot and MSR Plot Comparison 
 
For clarity, the plot axis was not included in Figure 12 and were overlain manually based on the scale 
included in the image.  The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step 
in milliseconds and the vertical axis represents the vertical position in millimeters.  The thick black 
plot is the MSR plot and the vertical axis represents the displacement in mm. There is no scale or 
measurement for the horizontal plot as this was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  
The time step for the MSR plot goes from left to right, where the first impact is represented by the 
first vertical displacement on the left side of the Figure. 
 
Table 2 – Pile H-6.5 at Depth 44.6 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) < 0.5 0 
Rebound (mm) 25 29 
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The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 2 were done with a ruler.  Due to the coarse nature of 
the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  In this case, the 
middle of the line was utilized as the reference point.  It is also difficult to make out the rebound 
peaks in Figure 12 because of the coarse nature of the plot.  The line thickness varies in the plot due 
to the lateral movement of the pile. 
 
5.3.2 Pile I-4 at Depth 45.5 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile I-4 at an installation tip depth of 
45.5 m can be seen in Figure 13, and the measured values are presented in Table 3 
 
Figure 13 - Pile I-4 Depth 44.6 m CVSR Plot and MSR Plot Comparison 
The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in milliseconds and the 
vertical axis represents the vertical position in millimeters.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and 
the vertical axis represents the displacement in mm. There is no scale or measurement for the 
horizontal plot as this was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the 
MSR plot goes from left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical 
displacement on the left side of the Figure. 
Table 3 – Pile I-4 at Depth 45.5 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) < 0.5 0 
Rebound (mm) 25 39 
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The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 3 were done with a standard ruler.  Due to the coarse 
nature of the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  The 
coarse marker is a problem that was evident in all the plots discussed in Chapter 4.1.  It is also 
difficult to make out the rebound peaks in Figure 13 because of the coarse nature of the plot and the 
appearance that the marker was “skipping” on the page as the marker appears to fade and get darker 
in the image.  The line thickness varies in the plot due to the lateral movement of the pile. 
 
5.3.3 Pile I-2 at Depth 45.7 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile I-2 at an installation tip depth of 
45.7 m can be seen in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 – Pile I-2 Depth 45.7 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in milliseconds and the 
vertical axis represents the vertical position in millimeters.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and 
the vertical axis represents the displacement in mm. There is no scale or measurement for the 
horizontal plot as this was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the 
MSR plot goes from left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical 
displacement on the left side of the Figure.   A high resolution of the CVSR plot from Figure 14 is 
also presented in Figure 15 to show the fine vertical movements of the pile within very short time 
periods. 
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Figure 15 – Pile I-2 Depth 45.7 m CVSR Plot 
A slight trend upwards can be seen Figure 15.  The general trend is conceptually shown with the red 
line in the table.  This upward trend in the CVSR plot indicates that the pile is being driven into the 
ground.  This trend is also indicated on the MSR plot in Figure 14.  Figure 12 and Figure 13 did not 
show this trend as the pile encountered refusal; or a stratigraphy where it would no longer penetrate 
the subsurface layer. 
When recording data for Pile I-2, the view to the pile was partially obstructed by a worker as shown 
in Figure 16. 
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The worker in the image did not affect the post processing of the image since there were no gaps in 
the data collection as presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16.  Therefore, the post processing of the 
image is not affected if the target itself is not obstructed. 
 
Values measured for the MSR plot for Pile I-2 are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4 – Pile I-2 at Depth 45.7 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) < 1 1.1 
Rebound (mm) 25 34 
 
The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 4 were done with a standard ruler.  Due to the coarse 
nature of the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  The 
coarse marker is a problem that was evident in all the plots discussed in Chapter 4.1.  It is also 
difficult to make out the rebound peaks in Figure 14 because of the coarse nature of the plot and the 
appearance that the marker was “skipping” on the page as the marker appears to fade and get darker 
in the image.  The line thickness varies in the plot due to the lateral movement of the pile. 
 
5.3.4 Pile G.5-2 at Depth 46.0 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
Pile G.5-2 was filmed at the end of a shift and prior to processing it was thought the image was too 
dark to utilize.  During processing, it was found that there was a reduced number of artifacts 
encountered making it easier for the program to differentiate between the target and the surrounding 
image.  Figure 17 is an image of the video recorded for pile G.5-2. 
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Figure 17 – Pile G.5-2 Raw Video Image with Low Light Levels 
While difficult to see in Figure 16, pile G.5-2 was installed at a 1:10 (Horizontal : Vertical) Batter.  
Utilizing the computer vision method, it is possible to record the movement during a hammer impact 
and after the pile hammer impacts the pile. The CVSR plot for Pile G.5-2 and Pile I4 are presented in 
Figure 18 and Figure 19, respectively to compare the characteristics of horizontal movement. 
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Figure 19 – Pile I-4 Depth 45.5 m CVSR Horizontal Plot (Vertical Pile) 
 
When comparing Figure 18 and Figure 19 the approximate pile impact time steps are shown as a red 
circle and the general trend and movement is approximated by a red line.  A difference in the 
movement pattern between the battered pile and vertical pile is caused by the misalignment of the pile 
driving hammer and the pile being installed. 
 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile G.5-2 at an installation tip depth of 
45.7 m can be seen in Figure 20. 
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The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in milliseconds and the 
vertical axis represents the vertical position in millimeters.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and 
the vertical axis represents the displacement in mm. There is no scale or measurement for the 
horizontal plot as this was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the 
MSR plot goes from left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical 
displacement on the left side of the Figure. 
 
The measured set and rebound values are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 – Pile G.5-2 at Depth 46.0 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) 1 2.2 
Rebound (mm) 25 38 
 
The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 5 were done with a standard ruler.  Due to the coarse 
nature of the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  In this 
case, the middle of the line was utilized as the reference point.  It is difficult to determine the rebound 
peaks in Figure 20 because of the coarse nature of the plot.  The line thickness varies in the plot due 
to the lateral movement of the pile.  Figure 21 shows the CVSR plot for the comparison.  
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The first three impacts shown from left to right in Figure 21 result in a set of 2.7 mm, 2.8 mm and 3.3 
mm for impacts 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  Impact 4 shows a movement of 0 mm causing the CSVR set 
value to be higher than the MSR plot.  The MSR plot set value is averaged over 20 hammer blows, 
and most of the blows resulted in very little set, thus decreasing the overall set average from the MSR 
plot. 
 
5.3.5 Pile B-9.5 at Depth 48.3 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile B-9.5 at an installation tip depth of 
48.3 m can be seen in Figure 22. The determined set and rebound values are presented in Table 6, and 
the CVSR plot is presented in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 22 – Pile B-9.5 Depth 48.3 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in ms and the vertical 
axis represents the vertical position in mm.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and the vertical axis 
represents the displacement in mm.  There is no scale or measurement for the horizontal plot as this 
was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the MSR plot goes from 
left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical displacement on the left side of 
the Figure. 
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Table 6 – Pile B-9.5 at Depth 48.3 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) 0.7 0.2 
Rebound (mm) 27 35 
 
The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 6 were done with a standard ruler.  Due to the coarse 
nature of the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  In this 
case, the middle of the line was utilized as the reference point.  It is also difficult to make out the 
rebound peaks in Figure 22 because of the coarse nature of the plot.  The line thickness varies in the 
plot due to the lateral movement of the pile.  Figure 23 shows the CVSR plot for the comparison.  
 
Figure 23 – Pile B-9.5 Depth 48.3 m CVSR Plot 
The first impact shown from left to right in Figure 23 resulted in a set of 4.4 mm.  Impacts 2,3 and 4 
shows movements of 0.5, 0 and 0 mm respectively causing the CSVR set value to be higher than the 
MSR plot.  The MSR plot set value is averaged over 20 hammer blows, most of the blows resulted in 
very little set, decreasing the overall set average from the MSR plot.  Upon reviewing the cause of the 
first set result being higher than the others, it was found the centroid of the target shifted due to 
sunlight hitting the pile. This brightness change in the video was not accounted for in the CSVR code 
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5.3.6 Pile B.5-11 at Depth 49.0 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile B.5-11 at an installation tip depth of 
49.0 m can be seen in Figure 24, and the determined set and rebound values are presented in Table 7. 
 
 
Figure 24 – Pile B.5-11 Depth 49.0 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in ms and the vertical 
axis represents the vertical position in mm.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and the vertical axis 
represents the displacement in mm.  There is no scale or measurement for the horizontal plot as this 
was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the MSR plot goes from 
left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical displacement on the left side of 
the Figure. 
 
Table 7 – Pile B-9.5 at Depth 48.3 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
 MSR Plot CVSR Plot 
Set (mm) 1.1 1.1 
Rebound (mm) 27 32 
 
The values measured for the MSR plot in Table 7 were done with a standard ruler.  Due to the coarse 
nature of the permanent marker, it is difficult to get an accurate measurement in the MSR plot.  In this 
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case, the middle of the line was utilized as the reference point.  It is also difficult to make out the 
rebound peaks in Figure 24 because of the coarse nature of the plot.  The line thickness varies in the 
plot due to the lateral movement of the pile.  Figure 25 shows the CVSR plot for the comparison.  
 
Figure 25 – Pile B.5-11 Depth 49.0 m CVSR Plot 
The first 3 impacts shown from left to right in Figure 25 result in a set of 2.4 mm, 2.1 mm and 2.3 
mm for impacts 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  Impact 4 shows a movement of 0.1 mm.  The MSR and 
CVSR plots for Pile B.5-11 correlated well. 
 
5.3.7 Pile D-4 at Depth 46.2 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
A comparison between the CVSR plot and the MSR plot for Pile D-4 at an installation tip depth of 
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Figure 26 – Pile D-4 Depth 46.2 m CVSR and MSR Comparison 
The blue plot is the CVSR plot and the horizontal axis represents the time step in ms and the vertical 
axis represents the vertical position in mm.  The thick black plot is the MSR plot and the vertical axis 
represents the displacement in mm.  There is no scale or measurement for the horizontal plot as this 
was an arbitrary position selected during the pile driving.  The time step for the MSR plot goes from 
left to right, where the first impact is represented by the first vertical displacement on the left side of 
the Figure.   
 
For Pile D-4, both CVSR and MSR plots capture a change in the pile driving behavior.  It can be seen 
in Figure 26that the driving changes from a higher set and rebound to slightly lower set and rebound 
half way through the CVSR plot and MSR plot. Figure 27 shows the CVSR plot for the comparison. 
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The impacts shown from left to right in Figure 27 result in a set of 4.1 mm, 2.2 mm, 1.5 mm and 0 
mm for impacts 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.  The MSR and CVSR plots for Pile D-4 show good set 
correlation between one another despite the change in driving characteristics. 
 
5.3.8 Pile B.5-1 at Depth 47.5 m CVSR and MSR Analysis 
When filming pile B.5-1 at a depth of 47.5 m, the duct tape used to hold the target in place failed 
during the pile driving.  Figure 28 shows the failure as the tape crunching up on the left side and the 
right side completely released from the pile. 
 
 
Figure 28 – Duct Tape Adhesion Failure 
This target adhesion failure does not affect the pile driving activities, but it results in inaccurate 
processing of the video code as the target is no longer moving with the pile.  This can also be seen in 
the CSVR plot in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29 – Pile B.5-1 Depth 47.5 m CVSR Plot 
Impacts 1 and 2 in Figure 29 show a consistent set and a slight increase in the rebound.  Impacts 3 
and 4 are quite different as they are showing a much larger set movement shown in red circles during 
the pile impact event but show a consistent set value with impacts 1 and 2.  The inconsistencies in 
values was caused by the target lifting during the impact event, resulting in more movement than the 
pile was subjected to.  Upon completion of the impact event the target returned to the normal position 
resulting in a consistent set value with the first two impacts. 
 
5.4 Observations 
The data collected and generated in this chapter was gathered while piles were being driven into 
bedrock or very dense material.  The low set and high rebound conditions encountered herein would 
provide inaccurate pile capacity results.  Instead the major variables, set and rebound, used in the 
calculation of pile capacity were compared instead.  This was the only opportune time to gather data 
on a time and cost sensitive foundation construction program.  It would have been ideal to gather data 
simultaneously in less dense material and to generate both the CVSR and MSR plot simultaneously. 
 
In MSR plots a black marker results in thick black lines that can be difficult to interpret.  When a pen 
or pencil are utilized the violent action from the pile being driven can break the tip.  It is rare that a 
pile is installed perfectly vertical with no rotation or unexpected movements, it is these unexpected 
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Visual obstructions were occasionally encountered in the form of construction personnel or 
components of the pile driver equipment.  During driving these are sometimes overlooked and can 
lead to missing data or strange results.  When this is observed on the CVSR plots the video recorded 
must be reviewed to determine if data should be disregarded.  If the target mounted on the pile does 
not get obstructed the data gathered from the CVSR plot has a higher chance of still being accurate. 
 
Low light, very bright conditions or partial detachment of pile target can also affect the data 
processing portion as the computer vision software cannot track the target accurately.  This can cause 
sudden or unexpected vertical or horizontal displacement recordings.  A review of the video recorded 




Based on the data gathered herein there exists a strong correlation between the CVSR and MSR plots.  
Due to the very dense nature of the material the pile was installed in, the rebound values differed to a 
greater degree than the set values.  This could be caused by the inherent inaccuracy in the MSR data 
collection method or slight movements in the writing instrument such as the marker tip bending can 
lead to millimeters of inaccurate readings.  Only further data collection and comparison in better soil 
conditions will help isolate the cause of the inconsistencies.  The consistent results from the CVSR 
plots between subsequent impacts provide confidence in the accuracy of the method and will be 
utilized for the predictive calculations in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Pile Capacity Estimation 
The main purpose of developing this method was to provide a “quick and dirty” estimation of the pile 
capacity using the Hiley Formula.  This section discusses the calculations for the estimated bearing 
capacity using the CVSR plots.  Calculated values using the Hiley, ENR and FHWA Gates formulas 
will also be compared. 
6.1 Nipigon Pile Driving Program 
There were 30 CVSR plots generated during the investigation.  These plots were recorded at various 
depths, with various steel lengths and at varying hammer energies.  The piles that were tested are 
summarized in the table below. 













I-10.5 41.8 H-6.5 29 C-12 41.7 
I-9.5 21 H-6.5 50.2 B-12 16.4 
I-9.5 41.8 I-6 6.2 B-12 37.6 
H-10.5 21.3 H-1 21 B-9.5 20.4 
G-10.5 21.2 H-1 42.2 B.5-11 14.8 
G-10.5 42.4 I-2 21 E-10 20.4 
H-9.5 21 I-2 42.2 D-9 17.1 
H-8.5 21.1 H-3 16.8 D-4 34.8 
H-8.5 42.3 H-1 41.8 B.5-1 19.9 
H-7.5 42 C-12 20.5 E-7 48.8 
 
This section will discuss the site conditions, stratigraphy and parameters utilized to calculate each 
one.  It will also cover the assumptions included in the MTO Modified Hiley Formula. 
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6.2 Hammer Energy 
Hammer energy will be established from the manufacturer specifications sheet.  These energies will 
be used to determine the energy imparted on the pile during generation of the CVSR plot. 
 
6.3 Estimated Bearing Capacity 
A constant value used in Equation 6 is ef, hammer efficiency, and is equal to a value of 1.0 as the 
Nipigon pile driving program utilized a diesel hammer.  This parameter is set from the MTO Ontario 
Provincial Standard Drawing (OPSD) SS103-11 in Appendix B.  The mass of the piston, or Wr, is a 
constant in the equation and was obtained from the manufacturer of the pile driver.  The value for the 
mass of the anvil was 1,524 kg and is obtained from the pile anvil manufacturer and the full length of 
the pile.  The coefficient of restitution, or e, is given as a value of 0.55 for steel piles driven without a 
cushion and is a value specified on OPSD SS103-11.  The other parameters or values used in the 
MTO Modified Hiley Formula, henceforth known as the MTO Hiley Formula, are based on the 
measured pile penetration, rebound and the mass of the pile being driven. 
 
6.4  Summary of CVSR Plots 
The CVSR plots outlined in this section were generated after a pile splice was completed.  This 
provided enough time on site to affix the tracking target to the pile just prior to recommencement of 
pile driving activities.  It was not possible to affix the target for the full time of driving as this would 
have delayed the site work significantly and due to cost constraints was not carried out.  These CVSR 
plots reflect the pile movement while being installed into silt and sand.  More detailed pile driving 
information for the piles discussed in this chapter can be found in Appendix D.   
 
6.4.1 Pile I-10.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.8 m 
Pile I-10.5 was installed with a total steel length of 63.3 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.8 m.  This means that the bottom section of the pile was buried 
approximately 41.8 m in the ground and the remaining length was located above ground. Figure 30 
presents the CVSR plot for Pile I-10.5. 
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Figure 30 – Pile I-10.5 with 42.4 m of Pile Length 
A total of five impacts can be seen in Figure 30 indicated by the peaks followed by the permanent 
change in the x coordinate value.  The change in the x coordinate indicates a permanent displacement 
of the pile relative to the ground surface.  The red circle indicates an anomaly that was detected, upon 
inspection of the video this is a processing outlier in the video where the centroid being calculated has 
shifted. 
 
The set and rebound values are 12.9 mm and 20.7 mm and were calculated as an average over all the 
impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 52 resulting in a 
Hammer Energy of approximately 70,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.2  Pile I-9.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.5 m 
Pile I-9.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.3 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.5 m.  As this pile was installed at a tip depth approximately 21 m 
higher than Pile I-10.5, the soil resistance to drive the pile is much lower as indicated by very small 
rebound peaks after each impact event.  This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7. Figure 
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Figure 31 – Pile I-9.5 with 42.3 m of Pile Length 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 31.  The set and rebound values are 60.6 mm and 5.4 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 49 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 79,000 kJ.  
 
6.4.3 Pile I-9.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.3 m 
Pile I-9.5 was installed with a total steel length of 58.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.3 m.  As this pile was installed at a tip depth approximately 21 m 
higher than Pile I-10.5 the soil resistance to driving the pile is much lower. Figure 32 presents the 
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Figure 32 – Pile I-9.5 with 58.7 m of Pile Length 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 32.  The set and rebound values are 12.4 mm and 25.0 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 55, as the hammer information does not show a corresponding hammer 
value at 55 BPM the minimum Hemmer Energy of 70,000 kJ was applied. 
 
6.4.4 Pile H-10.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.8 m 
Pile H-10.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.4 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.8 m, and it is presented in Appendix D.   
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on Pile H-10.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 32.2 mm and 8.6 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 53, as the hammer 
information does not show a corresponding hammer value at 53 BPM the minimum Hemmer Energy 
of 70,000 kJ was applied.  The first and second impacts of the hammer registered higher set values of 
46.0 mm and 34.8 mm.  If these values are excluded the average set value is 26.8 mm. 
 
6.4.5 Pile G-10.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.7 m 
Pile G-10.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
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A total of four impacts were imparted on pile G10.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 26.6 mm and 15.0 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 49 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 79,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.6 Pile G-10.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.9 m 
Pile G-10.5 was installed with a total steel length of 50.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.9 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile G10.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 22.8 mm and 18.7 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 50 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 76,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.7 Pile H-9.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.5 m 
Pile H-9.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.5 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-9.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 48.5 mm and 9.5 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 48 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 82,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.8 Pile H-8.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.6 m 
Pile H-8.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.6 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.6 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
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A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-8.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 42.6 mm and 6.3 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 90,000 kJ.  The plot was cut short as the hammer was stopped shortly after 
the last impact. 
 
6.4.9 Pile H-8.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.8 m 
Pile H-8.5 was installed with a total steel length of 57.3 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.8 m, and it is presented in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33 – Pile H-8.5 with 57.3 m of Pile Length 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 33.  The set and rebound values are 20.6 mm and 14.9 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 50 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 76,000 kJ. 
 
The red circle on the plot indicates an outlier glitch in the plot, and it was disregarded in the 
calculations.  The outlier was most likely caused by a difference in lighting on the pile and did not 
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6.4.10 Pile H-7.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 42.0 m 
Pile H-7.5 was installed with a total steel length of 53.8 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 42.0 m. The CVSR plot is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-7.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 13.2 mm and 19.8 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 90,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.11 Pile H-6.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 28.5 m 
Pile H-6.5 was installed with a total steel length of 50.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 28.5 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-6.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 39.6 mm and 10.7 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 94,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.12 Pile H-6.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 49.7 m 
Pile H-6.5 was installed with a total steel length of 56.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 49.7 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-6.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 29.7 mm and 8.3 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 50 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 76,000 kJ. 
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6.4.13 Pile I-6 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 6.2 m 
Pile I-6 was installed with a total steel length of 27.6 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 26.2 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile I-6 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 60.6 mm and 11.3 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 51 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 73,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.14 Pile H-1 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.5 m 
Pile H-1 was installed with a total steel length of 42.3 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.5 m, and it is presented in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34 – Pile H-1 with 42.3 m of Pile Length 
A total of three impacts can be seen on Figure 34.  The set and rebound values are 44.0 mm and 14.8 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 94,000 kJ. 
 
The plot was stopped early as the post processing code lost track of the target when the rope that 
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Figure 35 – Pile H-1 with Rope Interfering with Processing of the Image 
The code was not written to obtain the target after it was blocked or lost. However sufficient data was 
collected to calculate the required values. 
 
6.4.15 Pile H-1 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.7 m 
Pile H-1 was installed with a total steel length of 63.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.7 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile H-1 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 25.1 mm and 23.5 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 90,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.16 Pile I-2 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.5 m 
Pile I-2 was installed with a total steel length of 42.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.5 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile I-2 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 53.4 mm and 8.6 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
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approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 44 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 99,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.17 Pile I-2 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.7 m 
Pile I-2 was installed with a total steel length of 41.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 62.9 m, and it is presented in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36 – Pile I-2 with 62.9 m of Pile Length 
 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 36.  The set and rebound values are 24.3 mm and 19.4 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 47 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 86,000 kJ.  The 
area highlighted in a red circle shows an increasing value.  The gradual rise in values can be due to a 
drift in the camera placement, or an issue with the computer vision processing software.  This trend 
does not affect the parameters required for the calculation of pile capacity that it can be disregarded. 
 
6.4.18 Pile H-3 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 16.3 m 
Pile H-3 was installed with a total steel length of 38.4 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
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A total of three impacts were imparted on pile H-3 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 60.6 mm and 12.5 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 90,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.19 Pile H-1 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.3 m 
Pile H-1 was installed with a total steel length of 63.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.3 m, and it is presented in Figure 37  
 
Figure 37 – Pile H-1 with 63.5 m of Pile Length 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 37.  The set and rebound values are 18.7 mm and 23.2 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 94,000 kJ.  The 
same trend at the beginning of the plot as Figure 36 can be seen in this plot.  The reason behind the 
behavior circled in red could not be determined.  The best guess would be the way the centroid on the 
target was interpreted by the CVSR code. 
 
6.4.20 Pile C-12 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.5 m 
Pile C-12 was installed with a total steel length of 42.7 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
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Figure 38 – Pile C-12 with 42.7 m of Pile Length 
A total of four impacts can be seen on Figure 38.  The set and rebound values are 54.5 mm and 9.0 
mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The approximate BPM averaged 
over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer Energy of approximately 94,000 kJ.  The 
first impact shown on the plot with a red circle was tracking an incorrect position during processing.  
The software could not correct for this difference and would have to be manually corrected.  This data 
was not included in determining the set and rebound values 
 
6.4.21 Pile C-12 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 41.7 m 
Pile C-12 was installed with a total steel length of 63.9 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 41.7 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of three impacts were imparted on pile C-12 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 49.0 mm and 13.5 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 42 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 109,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.22 Pile B-12 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 16.4 m 
Pile B-12 was installed with a total steel length of 37.2 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
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A total of three impacts were imparted on pile B-12 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 55.9 mm and 7.8 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 94,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.23 Pile B-12 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 37.6 m 
Pile B-12 was installed with a total steel length of 58.8 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 37.6 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile B-12 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 19.6 mm and 30.0 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 90,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.24 Pile B-9.5 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.4 m 
Pile B-9.5 was installed with a total steel length of 42.6 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.4 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile B-9.5 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 23.9 mm and 20.1 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 47 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 86,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.25 Pile B.5-11 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 14.8 m 
Pile B.5-11 was installed with a total steel length of 37.0 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 14.8 m, and it is included in Appendix D. 
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A total of four impacts were imparted on pile B.5-11 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 60.2 mm and 6.4 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 50 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 76,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.26 Pile E-10 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 20.4 m 
Pile E-10 was installed with a total steel length of 42.6 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 20.4 m, and it is presented in Appendix D.   
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile E-10 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 88.6 mm and 2.3 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 47 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 86,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.27 Pile D-9 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 17.1 m 
Pile D-9 was installed with a total steel length of 39.3 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 17.1 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
   
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile D-9 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 94.0 mm and 6.0 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 46 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 90,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.28 Pile D-4 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 34.8 m 
Pile D-4 was installed with a total steel length of 57.4 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 34.8 m, and it is presented in Appendix D. 
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A total of four impacts were imparted on pile D-4 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 33.4 mm and 17.4 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 45 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 94,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.29 Pile B.5-1 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 19.9 m 
Pile B.5-1 was installed with a total steel length of 32.5 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 19.9 m, and it is presented in Appendix D.  
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile B.5-1 during CVSR data collection.  The set and 
rebound values are 56.0 mm and 14.8 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact 
events.  The approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 47 resulting in a Hammer 
Energy of approximately 86,000 kJ. 
 
6.4.30 Pile E-7 CVSR Plot at Pile Tip Depth of 48.8 m 
Pile I-9.5 was installed with a total steel length of 51.0 m.  The CVSR plot was generated at an 
approximate pile tip depth of 48.8 m, and it is presented in Appendix D.  
 
A total of four impacts were imparted on pile E-7 during CVSR data collection.  The set and rebound 
values are 18.9 mm and 46.2 mm and were calculated as an average over all the impact events.  The 
approximate BPM averaged over the plot was calculated at 51 resulting in a Hammer Energy of 
approximately 73,000 kJ. 
 
6.5 Analysis Based on CVSR Plots 
The CVSR plots summarized in Section 6.4 are discussed further in this section.  The figures below 
present the anomalies identified in the plots and how the data is impacted.  Contrary to the low set 
and high rebound values observed in Chapter 5, the data collected and processed in Chapter 6 is a 
better representation of what is typically encountered in the field during data collection.  A summary 
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of the data calculated, and parameters used in the calculations summarized in this section can be 
found in Appendix E.  
 
Figure 39 compares the predicted ultimate pile resistance at a given depth calculated using the CVSR 
method and the MTO Modified Hiley to the ENR Bearing formula and FHWA gates formula.  
 
Figure 39 – CVSR Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) Vs. Pile Tip Depth (m) For MTO 
Modified Hiley, ENR Bearing and FHWA Gates  
 
All three formulas show pile tip depth increases with ultimate pile resistance.  The Hiley plot also 
predicts conservative values compared to the others.  These conservative values are attributed to the 
Hiley formula considering energy losses in the form of mobilizing the pile with each strike of the 
hammer.  None of the predictive formulae take into consideration or correct for the soil type that is 
encountered.  The Hiley formula may indirectly take this into consideration with the dynamic values 
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Figure 40 summarizes the relation between the hammer energy imparted on the pile and the predicted 
ultimate pile resistance.   
 
Figure 40 – CVSR Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) Vs. Hammer Energy (kJ) For MTO 
Modified Hiley, ENR Bearing and FHWA Gates 
 
The hammer energy defines the magnitude of the ultimate pile resistance and all the other variables in 
the equations reflect the losses encountered in the entire pile driving system.  A higher hammer 
energy generally results in higher pile resistance if other variables do not change. According to Figure 
40, the ENR Bearing and FHWA Gates formulae calculate higher pile resistance compared to the 
Hiley method.  
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Figure 41 – ENR Bearing Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) Vs. FHWA Gates Predicted 
Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) 
  
The FHWA Gates predicted results to the ENR predicted results have a logarithmic relationship. The 
FHWA Gates formula predicts higher ultimate pile resistance than the ENR for values below 3,000 
kN.  The ENR predicts higher ultimate pile resistance values above 3,000 kN.  ENR utilizes 
established constants in the formula and only uses the energy imparted on the pile and the set to 
compute the ultimate pile resistance.  FHWA also uses established constants, energy on the pile and 
set but incorporates a log function to account for further losses in the pile at higher energy values.  
Figure 42 and Figure 43 indicate a linear relationship when comparing the Hiley to FHWA Gates and 
ENR, respectively. 
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Figure 42 – MTO Modified Hiley Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) Vs. FHWA Gates 
Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN) 
 
Figure 43 – MTO Modified Hiley Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance Vs. ENR Bearing 
Predicted Ultimate Pile Resistance (kN)  
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Figure 42 and Figure 43 show the FHWA Gates and ENR Bearing formulas predict higher ultimate 
pile resistance when compared with the MTO Modified Hiley formula.  The Hiley formula takes into 
consideration the weight of the pile, weight of the hammer, weight of the anvil and applies these as 
losses in the system.  Furthermore, the Hiley formula takes into consideration the rebound in the 
system due to the steel pile and soil which accounts for additional losses. 
 
To verify the accuracy of the predictive formulae pile load testing, or at minimum Pile Dynamic 
Analyzer (PDA) testing, should be conducted on piles that had CVSR analysis carried out on them. 
 
The CVSR method has shown that it can obtain the required parameters that can also be obtained 
from traditional MSR methods.  The safe and repeatable values generated by the CVSR method 
provide an encouraging method to obtain parameters that were historically avoided by personnel on 
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Chapter 7 
Evaluation of the CVSR Method 
This chapter will summarize the challenges encountered during the field data acquisition and data 
processing segments.  Additional data collected not pertinent to the computations described herein 
will be summarized. 
 
7.1 Discussion 
From the 30 CVSR plots generated, there were issues encountered relating to the data collection and 
processing of the high-speed videos.  Despite a perfect video recording for pile I-10 at 41.8 m depth, a 
processing anomaly was encountered as can be seen on the red circle in Figure 30.  This was a 
processing outlier where the centroid shifted momentarily and returned. 
 
Pile I-9.5 at 41.3 m depth encountered a secondary peak as shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44 – Secondary Peak on Rebound Section of CVSR Plot 
This secondary peak circled in red in Figure 44 is caused by the helmet and anvil bouncing off the top 
of the pile just after the hammer impact and falling back down.   
 
When comparing driving events at different pile tip depths, the CVSR plots reflect the differences in 
the pile driving performance and resistance to driving the pile.  Figure 45 compares a pile tip depth at 
20.5 m and one at 41.3 m. 
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Figure 45 – Shallow Vs Deep Pile Tip Depth Set Rebound Performance 
The left image inside the black box of Figure 45 shows a pile impact at a pile tip depth of 41.3 m and 





















































Vertical Movement - I-9.5 at 20.5 m Pile Tip
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very large set parameter when compared to the rebound parameter, indicating that most of the driving 
energy was used for penetrating into the soil.  The left image has a higher rebound parameter when 
compared to the set, indicating the hammer energy is used to mobilize the steel, overcome any skin 
friction in the pile and with residual energy to penetrate the soil. 
 
Another anomaly in the data interpretation of the CVSR method is reflected in Figure 33.  The data 
points in the red circle in Figure 33disrupted the computation algorithm due to a change in the 
lighting on the pile and caused the centroid of the target to register incorrectly. 
 
Varying degrees of noise or vibrations within the pile were observed in both the video recordings and 
CVSR plot.  Figure 46 shows the difference in vibrations between two impact events. 
 
 



























Vertical Movement - H-1 at 41.7 m Pile Tip
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The red circles in Figure 46 outline the difference in vibration.  The red circle shows a lower degree 
of vibration or noise, the red rectangle shows more vibration or noise.  This difference may be 
vibration from the hammer impacting the pile or the pile hit an obstruction or change in material at 
the pile tip.  This could also be caused by slight changes in how the computer vision algorithm 
processes the low-resolution image.  As time progresses the vibration or noise appears to reduce prior 
to the next impact. 
 
Further to the vibrations shown in Figure 46, Figure 47 shows the horizontal movement encountered 
during pile driving.  Additional horizontal movement plots can be found in Appendix D. 
 
Figure 47 – Vertical and Horizontal Movement for Pile H-7.5 at 42.0 m Pile Tip Depth 
Oscillations are recorded after each hammer impact in Figure 47.  These oscillations were caused by 
the hammer not lined up perfectly with the pile.  These oscillations would have contributed to the 
additional movements seen on the vertical movement plot.  The Horizontal movement data provides 
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recording of additional pile behavior, but it does not contribute in the estimation of pile capacity.  
Perhaps further study into the effects of pile oscillations vs skin friction or settlement around the pile 
should be revisited. 
 
Figure 48 indicates a difference in duration of the rebound event for a given impact when compared 
with other CVSR plots. 
  





























































Vertical Movement - H-1 at 41.7 m Pile Tip
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The plot on the left in the black rectangle appears to take longer to complete the rebound event versus 
the plot on the right in the red rectangle, approximately 200 ms vs 100 ms, respectively.  Without 
completely extracting the pile and inspecting it there is difficulty in determining the cause for this 
time difference. It is hypothesized that the pile was damaged in some way.  During pile driving the 
performance was consistent until the very end when the driving characteristics changed suddenly. 
7.2 Limitations of Method 
The CVSR method takes personnel away from standing near or below the pile driving and provides 
an alternative method for collecting the data.  Issues encountered during the method are summarized 
below: 
• Low light, bright light and varying lighting conditions can affect the image capture and data 
processing 
• Obstructions during video recording such as falling debris, swinging ropes, site personnel 
movements can cause strange results in post processing 
• Pile target must be of high contrast and adhered properly to the pile 
• CVSR software requires a qualified operator to understand and run it at this time 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
Current methods used by the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) require personnel to stand 
near or next to a pile while it is being installed which can be dangerous.  An alternative method on 
obtaining parameters for carrying out predictive calculations of pile bearing capacity were proposed. 
 
Field work was carried out between September 23, 2013 and November 22, 2013.  Data collected 
during pile driving activities included pile blow counts, generation of manual set-rebound plots and 
recording high speed videos of pile penetration.  The field data was collected at the Nipigon River 
Bridge Twinning pile program along Highway 11/17 in Nipigon, Ontario. 
 
The manually collected set rebound data was used on site with Dynamic Pile Driving Formulae, 
specifically the MTO Modified Hiley Formula.  This formula was specified by the MTO to use on 
site and required parameters to be collected while standing near the pile being driven into the ground.  
As this is inherently unsafe it was decided to record the piles with high speed video equipment and 
post process the images to confirm whether this is a feasible data gathering method. 
 
Initial stages compared the hand generated set-rebound (MSR) plots to the high-speed video post 
processed (CVSR) plots.  Correlations and trends were observed between the two methods.  The set 
and rebound values appears to be estimated higher than values obtained using the MSR plots.  This 
difference was attributed to the very dense nature of the soil the piles were being installed in, the 
inaccuracy of the MSR data gathering method and thick marker used to generate the MSR plot.  
Despite post processing issues of the CVSR data the plots were generated in a consistent manner and 
were clear and made it very easy to gather the required data for use in the MTO Modified Hiley 
Formula. 
 
Based on the promising results from the comparison of MSR and CVSR plots, data collected during 
the pile driving activities was used to generate CVSR plots at varying depths and pile hammer 
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energies.  Thirty CVSR plots were generated after a pile splice was completed on site to reduce the 
down time necessary to setup the video recording equipment.  Data that was gathered collected results 
consistent with traditional MSR methods carried out on site.  Set values were high at low tip depth 
values and rebound values were very low.  As the tip depth increased, set values decreased or 
remained the same, but with higher rebound values being encountered.  It was also determined that 
the Blows Per Minute (BPM) can be observed from the CVSR plot from peak to peak instead of 
manually recording the reading.  All the parameters required for the MTO Modified Hiley were able 
to be computed, pulled from the data plot or obtained from the manufacturer.  Since all the 
information is accessible from a digital plot, human error and inconsistencies in the data collection 
process are reduced. 
 
When comparing the MTO Modified Hiley, ENR Bearing and FHWA Gates formulae it was found 
that the Hiley formula provided the lowest predicted pile capacities.  This was due to more loss 
variables included in the Hiley formula.  The ENR Bearing and FHWA gates formulae also did not 
include the pile rebound parameter in their calculations. 
 
Further research and data collection should be carried out.  The priority should be given to obtaining 
data sets where a full-scale pile load test is carried out to verify the predicted values.  Further 
recommendations are provided in Section 8.1. 
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8.1 Future Research 
The CVSR method is a safer method for acquiring set rebound plots compared to the MSR method.  
Unfortunately, the method is still in its infancy and requires far more research and data acquisition 
prior to use as a reliable engineering tool. 
 
Use of a higher resolution camera capable of 400 frames per second recording may assist with the 
data processing or reduce the noise observed in the CVSR plots due to higher resolution video. 
 
More data acquisition and research should be tested on varying soil conditions with different driving 
methods.  With the repeatability and accuracy of the CVSR method, further research could be 
undertaken in developing new dynamic formulae. 
 
The CVSR processing algorithm should be revisited as new computer vision algorithms become 
available.  These new algorithms may resolve the issues outlined herein but also allow the data 
collection method to not requiring a high contrast target.  One may be able to select an imperfection 
on the pile, or a weld mark and track the pile motion without stopping pile driving activities. 
 
The horizontal plots should be analyzed further as they may provide insight into how the skin friction 
of the pile is affected by pile driving, or how the pile settlement is influenced with some movement or 
no movement. 
 
To provide more accuracy, CVSR data should be collected and compared with full scale load tests 
and Pile Dynamic Analyzer (PDA) testing.  By comparing to the tried and true methods used in 
engineering it will allow the CVSR to become not only a “quick and dirty” test but also one that is 
accurate at predicting pile capacity.  This will provide more confidence and reliability in this method 
to allow for wide acceptance in industry practice.
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Pilebearing(Tons)=2E/(S+0.1)/2000,where  E =Hammerenergy(givenbytheSaximeterformula)
 S =Pileset(inchperblow)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
35 11.52 116,857 106 195 270 334 390 438 481 519 554 584 612 637








37 10.28 104,245 95 174 241 298 347 391 429 463 494 521 546 569
38 9.73 98,673 90 164 228 282 329 370 406 439 467 493 517 538
39 9.22 93,524 85 156 216 267 312 351 385 416 443 468 490 510
40 8.75 88,756 81 148 205 254 296 333 365 394 420 444 465 484
41 8.32 84,332 77 141 195 241 281 316 347 375 399 422 442 460
42 7.91 80,221 73 134 185 229 267 301 330 357 380 401 420 438
43 7.53 76,394 69 127 176 218 255 286 315 340 362 382 400 417
44 7.18 72,824 66 121 168 208 243 273 300 324 345 364 381 397
45 6.85 69,489 63 116 160 199 232 261 286 309 329 347 364 379
46 6.54 66,370 60 111 153 190 221 249 273 295 314 332 348 362
47 6.26 63,448 58 106 146 181 211 238 261 282 301 317 332 346
48 5.99 60,706 55 101 140 173 202 228 250 270 288 304 318 331
49 5.73 58,131 53 97 134 166 194 218 239 258 275 291 304 317
50 5.49 55,708 51 93 129 159 186 209 229 248 264 279 292 304
51 5.27 53,427 49 89 123 153 178 200 220 237 253 267 280 291











Pilebearing(kN)=100E/(S+0.254)/6,where  E =Hammerenergy(givenbytheSaximeterformula)
 S =Pileset(cmperblow)
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
35 3.51 159 4041 4499 4896 5243 5549 5821 6064 6282 6479 6659 6823 6973
36 3.32 150 3814 4247 4621 4949 5237 5494 5723 5929 6115 6285 6439 6581








38 2.97 134 3412 3800 4135 4428 4686 4915 5120 5305 5472 5623 5761 5888
39 2.81 127 3234 3601 3919 4197 4442 4659 4853 5028 5186 5330 5461 5581
40 2.67 120 3069 3418 3719 3983 4215 4422 4606 4772 4922 5058 5183 5297
41 2.54 114 2917 3248 3534 3785 4005 4201 4377 4534 4677 4806 4924 5033
42 2.41 109 2774 3089 3362 3600 3810 3997 4163 4313 4449 4572 4685 4788
43 2.30 104 2642 2942 3202 3428 3628 3806 3965 4108 4237 4354 4461 4559
44 2.19 99 2519 2805 3052 3268 3459 3628 3780 3916 4039 4151 4253 4346
45 2.09 94 2404 2676 2912 3119 3301 3462 3607 3737 3854 3961 4058 4147
46 2.00 90 2296 2556 2782 2979 3153 3307 3445 3569 3681 3783 3876 3961
47 1.91 86 2195 2444 2659 2848 3014 3161 3293 3412 3519 3617 3706 3787
48 1.83 82 2100 2338 2545 2725 2884 3025 3151 3265 3367 3461 3546 3624
49 1.75 79 2011 2239 2437 2609 2762 2897 3018 3126 3225 3314 3395 3470
50 1.68 76 1927 2146 2335 2501 2647 2776 2892 2996 3090 3176 3254 3326
51 1.61 73 1848 2058 2240 2398 2538 2663 2774 2874 2964 3046 3121 3189
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Ultimate Pile Resistance Calculations 
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WŝůĞdŝƉ ,ŝůĞǇ EZĞĂƌŝŶŐ &,t'ĂƚĞƐ
WŝůĞη ĞƉƚŚ;ŵͿ >ĞŶŐƚŚ;ŵͿ WD ĞĨ t;ŬŐͿ W;ŬŐͿ Ŷ ;Ŭ:Ϳ ^  Z;ŬEͿ Z;ŬEͿ Z;ŬEͿ
/Ͳϲ ϲ͘Ϯ Ϯϳ͘ϲ ϱϭ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϱϭϲϳ͘Ϯ Ϭ͘ϲϯϬϵϵϳ ϳϯϬϬϬ ϲϬ͘ϲ ϭϭ͘ϯ ϲϵϱ ϳϵϬ ϭϱϬϴ
͘ϱͲϭϭ ϭϰ͘ϴ ϯϳ ϱϬ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϲϰϬϴ Ϭ͘ϱϵϯϵϳ ϳϲϬϬϬ ϲϬ͘Ϯ ϲ͘ϰ ϳϭϮ ϴϮϴ ϭϱϰϲ
,Ͳϯ ϭϲ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϰ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϲϱϵϮ͘ϴ Ϭ͘ϱϴϵϭϱϳ ϵϬϬϬϬ ϲϬ͘ϲ ϭϮ͘ϱ ϳϵϯ ϵϳϱ ϭϲϳϳ
ͲϭϮ ϭϲ͘ϰ ϯϳ͘ϲ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϲϰϴϳ͘Ϯ Ϭ͘ϱϵϭϴϴϴ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϱϱ͘ϵ ϳ͘ϴ ϵϯϬ ϭϭϬϯ ϭϴϭϮ
Ͳϵ ϭϳ͘ϭ ϯϵ͘ϯ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϲϳϭϭ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϴϲϭϰϳ ϵϬϬϬϬ ϵϰ ϲ ϱϰϰ ϲϮϴ ϭϭϱϳ
͘ϱͲϭ ϭϵ͘ϵ ϯϮ͘ϱ ϰϳ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϱϴϭϰ Ϭ͘ϲϭϬϱϵϱ ϴϲϬϬϬ ϱϲ ϭϰ͘ϴ ϴϮϴ ϭϬϬϴ ϭϳϯϬ
Ͳϵ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϰ ϰϮ͘ϲ ϰϳ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϰϳ͘Ϯ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϲϮϵ ϴϲϬϬϬ Ϯϯ͘ϵ ϮϬ͘ϭ ϭϰϱϴ Ϯϯϲϭ Ϯϳϭϱ
ͲϭϬ ϮϬ͘ϰ ϰϮ͘ϲ ϰϳ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϰϳ͘Ϯ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϲϮϵ ϴϲϬϬϬ ϴϴ͘ϲ Ϯ͘ϯ ϱϱϮ ϲϯϳ ϭϭϵϵ
/Ͳϵ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϱ ϰϮ͘ϯ ϰϵ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϬϳ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϳϲϱϱϯ ϳϵϬϬϬ ϲϬ͘ϲ ϱ͘ϰ ϳϮϬ ϴϱϱ ϭϱϳϬ
,Ͳϵ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϱ ϰϮ͘ϱ ϰϴ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϯϰ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϵϯϲ ϴϮϬϬϬ ϰϲ ϵ͘ϱ ϵϯϭ ϭϭϳϬ ϭϵϭϭ
,Ͳϭ ϮϬ͘ϱ ϰϮ͘ϯ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϬϳ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϳϲϱϱϯ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϰϰ ϭϰ͘ϴ ϭϬϱϰ ϭϰϬϮ ϮϭϬϭ
/ͲϮ ϮϬ͘ϱ ϰϮ͘ϳ ϰϰ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϲϬ͘ϰ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϯϮϮ ϵϵϬϬϬ ϱϯ͘ϰ ϴ͘ϲ ϵϴϳ ϭϮϭϲ ϭϵϭϲ
ͲϭϮ ϮϬ͘ϱ ϰϮ͘ϳ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϲϬ͘ϰ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϯϮϮ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϱϰ͘ϱ ϵ ϵϭϳ ϭϭϯϮ ϭϴϰϮ
,Ͳϴ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϲ ϰϮ͘ϲ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϰϳ͘Ϯ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϲϮϵ ϵϬϬϬϬ ϰϮ͘ϲ ϲ͘ϯ ϭϭϯϮ ϭϯϴϲ ϮϬϵϰ
'ͲϭϬ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϳ ϰϮ͘ϱ ϰϵ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϯϰ Ϭ͘ϱϳϱϵϯϲ ϳϵϬϬϬ Ϯϲ͘ϲ ϭϱ ϭϯϯϰ ϭϵϰϵ ϮϰϴϮ
,ͲϭϬ͘ϱ ϮϬ͘ϴ ϰϮ͘ϰ ϱϮ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϳϭϮϬ͘ϴ Ϭ͘ϱϳϲϮϰϰ ϳϬϬϬϬ ϴ͘ϲ ϯϮ͘Ϯ ϭϲϯϯ ϱϯϰϭ ϯϱϭϰ
,Ͳϲ͘ϱ Ϯϴ͘ϱ ϱϬ͘ϳ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϴϮϭϲ͘ϰ Ϭ͘ϱϱϮϴϰϯ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϯϵ͘ϲ ϭϬ͘ϳ ϭϭϱϲ ϭϱϱϴ ϮϮϮϴ
Ͳϰ ϯϰ͘ϴ ϱϳ͘ϰ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϭϬϬ͘ϴ Ϭ͘ϱϯϲϲϴϯ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϯϯ͘ϰ ϭϳ͘ϰ ϭϭϵϴ ϭϴϰϳ Ϯϰϯϰ
ͲϭϮ ϯϳ͘ϲ ϱϴ͘ϴ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϮϴϱ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϯϯϱϲϳ ϵϬϬϬϬ ϭϵ͘ϲ ϯϬ ϭϯϴϴ ϯϬϭϯ ϯϬϭϮ
/Ͳϵ͘ϱ ϰϭ͘ϯ ϱϴ͘ϳ ϱϮ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϮϳϮ͘ϰ Ϭ͘ϱϯϯϳϴϳ ϳϬϬϬϬ ϭϮ͘ϰ Ϯϱ ϭϱϬϭ ϯϳϬϰ ϯϭϯϮ
,Ͳϭ ϰϭ͘ϯ ϲϯ͘ϱ ϰϱ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϵϬϲ Ϭ͘ϱϮϯϲϴϰ ϵϰϬϬϬ ϭϴ͘ϳ Ϯϯ͘Ϯ ϭϲϮϱ ϯϮϵϴ ϯϭϯϲ
,Ͳϭ ϰϭ͘ϳ ϲϯ͘ϱ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϵϬϲ Ϭ͘ϱϮϯϲϴϰ ϵϬϬϬϬ Ϯϱ͘ϭ Ϯϯ͘ϱ ϭϮϳϵ Ϯϯϱϯ ϮϳϮϬ
/ͲϮ ϰϭ͘ϳ ϲϮ͘ϵ ϰϳ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϴϮϲ͘ϴ Ϭ͘ϱϮϰϴϵϵ ϴϲϬϬϬ Ϯϰ͘ϯ ϭϵ͘ϰ ϭϯϮϴ ϮϯϮϮ Ϯϲϵϲ
ͲϭϮ ϰϭ͘ϳ ϲϯ͘ϵ ϰϮ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϵϱϴ͘ϴ Ϭ͘ϱϮϮϴϴϮ ϭϬϵϬϬϬ ϰϵ ϭϯ͘ϱ ϭϬϮϮ ϭϰϲϬ ϮϭϮϰ
/ͲϭϬ͘ϱ ϰϭ͘ϴ ϲϯ͘ϯ ϱϮ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϴϳϵ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϮϰϬϴϴ ϳϬϬϬϬ ϭϮ͘ϵ ϮϬ͘ϳ ϭϱϳϴ ϯϱϲϭ ϯϬϵϭ
,Ͳϴ͘ϱ ϰϭ͘ϴ ϱϳ͘ϯ ϱϬ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϬϴϳ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϯϲϵϬϵ ϳϲϬϬϬ ϮϬ͘ϲ ϭϰ͘ϵ ϭϰϱϱ ϮϰϮϭ ϮϳϭϮ
'ͲϭϬ͘ϱ ϰϭ͘ϵ ϱϬ͘ϱ ϱϬ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϴϭϵϬ Ϭ͘ϱϱϯϯϲ ϳϲϬϬϬ ϮϮ͘ϴ ϭϴ͘ϳ ϭϯϬϴ Ϯϭϴϳ ϮϲϬϮ
,Ͳϳ͘ϱ ϰϮ ϱϯ͘ϴ ϰϲ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϴϲϮϱ͘ϲ Ϭ͘ϱϰϱϬϵϴ ϵϬϬϬϬ ϭϯ͘Ϯ ϭϵ͘ϴ ϮϭϮϰ ϰϰϳϰ ϯϰϴϬ
Ͳϳ ϰϴ͘ϴ ϱϭ ϱϭ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϴϮϱϲ Ϭ͘ϱϱϮϬϳϮ ϳϯϬϬϬ ϭϴ͘ϵ ϰϲ͘Ϯ ϵϲϬ Ϯϱϯϰ ϮϳϱϬ
,Ͳϲ͘ϱ ϰϵ͘ϳ ϱϲ͘ϳ ϱϬ ϭ ϰϲϬϬ ϵϬϬϴ͘ϰ Ϭ͘ϱϯϴϮϳϯ ϳϲϬϬϬ Ϯϵ͘ϳ ϴ͘ϯ ϭϮϬϵ ϭϲϳϵ Ϯϯϭϱ
hůƚŝŵĂƚĞWŝůĞZĞƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ
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